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Life After Life - Design Statement


Based on the best-selling novel by Kate Atkinson, Life after Life is the story of Ursula Todd, who has 
an infinite number of chances to live her life.

Working with Director John Crowley was an absolute treat .  We spent quite a bit of time during prep 
landing on our visual language - the circularity of the script was an interesting concept to visualise so 
we were keen to give our story some boundaries and rules to work within.  

Bash Doran’s script was wonderfully descriptive.   

The period of 1900 - 1976 was one of a country in change and it was fascinating to recreate. Colour 
and shape became stronger through various incarnations of Ursula’s life - especially when she 
interacted with her flamboyant Aunt Izzy.   It became more muted and subtle during her fateful 
marriage, without losing any of the graphic opportunities for the brilliant  cinematographer  Stuart 
Bentley  The project was about 50% location and 50% build .  We were lucky to find a ‘fresh’ country 
house in East Sussex with owners that let us go to town on its interiors ( which many they decided to 
keep !) 

Our build was within an aircraft hangar in Hampshire where we had many sets that doubled up or were 
recycled - always a great opportunity for a department to turn elements around - and we enjoyed the 
challenge of designing the builds to do this quickly to enable a tight schedule to be achieved.  

All in all it felt like a huge collaboration with every department supporting each other and consequently 
we are all proud of the finished project. 

Suzie Davies - Production Designer



Fox Corner Main House Location  in East Sussex



Fox Corner Main House Location  in East Sussex



Berlin & London - The Blitz Luton Hoo
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Hospital Blackhangar Studio



Derek’s House Blackhangar Studio





Izzy’s House Blackhangar Studio


